
We believe in
you.

Integration training online
Moving to Finland can be quite an experience. Adapting to something new takes time - we want to make the
transition period and adapting to changes easier. Arffman's integration training online supports finding your own
place in Finland. The goal is to survive in Finnish everyday life and make it possible to apply for work or studies.
You learn a language online as effectively as in class. In live teaching, students also work in small groups and get
to know each other.

HOME TRAINING WITH ARFFMAN

Language teaching, main focus on spoken
language
Getting to know culture and society (e.g.
periods of working life), supporting life
management
Personalized to match the participant's
capabilities and abilities
A functional way of working connected to the
everyday life of the participants
In addition to local expertise, Arffman's entire
support, including e.g. Online material where
you can find support for independent job
searching in Finnish and English

WHY ONLINE?

You can participate from anywhere on your
own device
Customization according to the needs of the
participant, it is possible to assemble groups
from a wider area (level groups and speed of
progression)
Real-time conversational contact teaching, a
present teacher and your own study group
The training corresponds to classroom
teaching in terms of content and demands
Enables revision and returning to previously
studied topic

MORE INFORMATION: ASK MORE:
Anna-Leena Atkinson, service director
anna-leena.atkinson@edu.arffman.fi
+358 44 350 6452

www.arffman.fi/arffmanin-verkkokoto

https://www.arffman.fi/palvelumme/maahanmuuttajille/arffmanin-verkkokoto/


We believe in
you.

Integration training
online

you are learning Finnish
you meet the teacher and your group every weekday
you learn working life and social skills
you get to know different professions (vocational sub-
sections)
you learn Finnish at work (on-the-job learning period)
you will receive personal guidance
you apply for trainings and jobs

The training starts with orientation days in the student's
neighborhood. In special cases, the orientation is organized
online. We will lend you a computer if necessary. The
education is free of charge for the student.

WHY ONLINE?

You can participate from anywhere on your own device
Customization according to the needs of the
participant, it is possible to assemble groups from a
wider area (level groups and speed of progression)
Real-time conversational contact teaching, a present
teacher and your own study group
The training corresponds to classroom teaching in
terms of content and demands
Enables revision and returning to previously studied
topic

ASK MORE:
Anna-Leena Atkinson, service director
anna-leena.atkinson@edu.arffman.fi
+358 44 350 6452

www.arffman.fi/arffmanin-verkkokoto

Ostrobothnia

you have a university degree or
want to study at university
you have experience in the tasks of
an expert or you want to work as an
expert

REGIONAL ONLINE TRAINING

you have professional experience
you want to enter a profession or
vocational studies

INTEGRATION TRAINING FOR EXPERT
FIELDS ONLINE

Pirkanmaa

Northern Ostrobothnia

https://www.arffman.fi/palvelumme/maahanmuuttajille/arffmanin-verkkokoto/

